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Backgrounds 

Stigma among healthcare workers during the COVID-19 pandemic is an issue that requires immediate 

attention as it may lead to the collapse of healthcare. In the previous study, we qualitatively extracted the 

content of stigma as perceived by healthcare workers. This study developed a Stigma Scale related to 

COVID-19 for healthcare workers, and verified its reliability and validity. 

 

Methods 

Data were collected from 500 physicians and nurses involved with COVID-19 using web. The scale consists 

of 24 items rated on a six-point Likert scale. Descriptive statistics were calculated and the distribution of the 

data was analyzed. For reliability and validity, factor and construct validity were tested through exploratory 

and confirmatory factor analysis. Criterion-related validity was examined through correlation analysis with 

the E16-COVID19-S, which measures stigma among Egyptian physicians. Test-retest was conducted to 

examine the scale’s reproducibility. Approval was obtained from the Research Ethics Review Committee of 

the author’s institution. 

 

Results 

The COVID-19 Stigma Scale for healthcare workers was 19-item questionnaire that consists of 3 subscales 

(personal stigma, family stigma, concerns of disclosure and others). The internal consistency reliability of 

the scale was evaluated using Cronbach’s α, which was .943 for the entire scale. The three subscales model 

was validated by confirmatory factor analysis (CMIN/df=5.276; p<.001, GFI=.863, RMSEA=.093). 

Concurrent validity was evaluated by comparing this scale to the E16-COVID19-S scale and a significant 

correlation was found (r=.871, p<.001). On this scale, higher scores indicated higher levels of COVID-19 

related stigma among healthcare workers. 

 

Conclusions 

This scale can be used as a valid and reliable instrument for examining stigma related to COVID-19 among 

healthcare workers, considering the cultural characteristics of Japan. 
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